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AllSTflACT. Gabor Elek introduced the notion of 1\ hyperfinite grl\ph family: 
a colkction of graphs is hypcfinite if for <)\'ery ( > 0 thL~'iJ is SOlll<) finite ~. ~llch 
that <)nch graph G in th<) collection can 00 brok<)n into connected com[>Ollent·s 
of size at most k by I'<)lllovillg a set of edges. of si.-c al most f 1 \1 (G) I. \ Ve 
presc,uly exlelld this llotioll to a certain cOlllpactification of finite bounded· 
dcgrC<:l graphs 1111d show that if a stJqllenC<l of finite graphs coll\'er~ to a 
hYP<)"finite limit, lhen the stJqu<)nC<l itself is hyrK'rfinite. 
I. I NTIlODUCTION 
\Vhile studying asymptotic properties of finite graphs, it can be worthwhile to 
introduce compactifications of various collections of finite graphs. In one stich 
compactification, which is particularly well suite<! to bounde<l degree graphs, the 
notion of convergence is local weak convergence, as stud ie<l in [hi and [2]. A (lifferent 
notion of convergence [12] is suitable for dense graphs, in which the number of t.'(lges 
is roughly proportional to I V (G)12. Here, we will foclls on the bounded degrt.'e case. 
The purpose of this note is to extend the study of the local weak convergence of 
graphs, whose definition will be recalle<1 below, by noting its properties in relation 
to the collection of hypcrfinitc graphs. A collection of finite graphs (} is (k, t)-
hy pc rfi n it e if e\-ery G E (} has a set of edges S C E(G) such that lSI :5 ~ W(G)I 
and every connccted component of G \ S has at most k yertices. We say that (} is 
hy pe l'fi n it e , if for eyery t > 0 there is some finite k = k(t) such that (} is (k,t)-
hyperfinite . .\bny interesting collections of graphs are hyperfinite. For example, as 
note<l in [13, T heorem 3], it follows from the planar separator theorem that the set 
of planar graphs with maximal degree at most AI is hyperfinite for eve!"y AI < 00. 
Although the notion of hyperfinitencss appears implicitly in the literature (for 
example, [U ]), as far as we know Gtibor Elek [_", !J, WJ was t he first to give it a 
namc and propose it.s systematic study. 
\Ve now prepare to introdut.'C the notion of local weak convergence. A rooted 
gr a p h is a pair (G,o), where 0 E V(G). An iso m orphis m of rooted graphs 
rP (G,o) -+ (G',O') is an isomorphism of the underlying graphs which satisfies 
¢ito) = 0'. A graph is lo cally-fin ite if each vertex is inci<lent to only finitely many 
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edges. Let 9 denote the collection of all isomorphism classes of connected, locally-
fin ite rooted graphs. For M E N+, let gM C if denote the subcollection consisting 
of rooted graphs with maximal degree at most M. For (G,a) E if and l' 2:': 0 , let 
8e(0,T) denote the subgraph of G spanned by the vertices at distance at most l' 
from o. If (G,o),(G',o') E 9 and r is t he largest integer such that (Bc(o,r),o) 
is rooted-graph isomorphic to (Bel (0' ,1'),0'), then we set p(G, 0) , (G' , 0')) = 1/1', 
We also set p((G,a), (G, 0)) = O. Then p, thus defined , is a metric on g. Let 9JI,\/ 
(respectively !VI) denote the space of all probability measures on gM (resp. 9) that 
arc measurable with respect to the Borel O"-field of p. Then flJI AI , endowed with the 
topology of weak convergence, is compflct. 
Let g~1 denote the collect ion of all isomorphism classes of finite graphs with 
maximal degree at most !If and let C E g~/' Let a E V(C) be chosen randomly-
un iformly and let Go be the connected component of 0. Theil t he law (of the 
isomorphism type) of (Go, 0) is an element of9Jt M, which will be denoted by II/ (G). 
This defines a mapping, II' : 9~, -+ 9n M, whose restriction to t he set of connected 
graphs is injective. 
Let 9n~1 denote t he closure of Iv(9~/) in 9Jl: M. It has been observed in [G] that 
every It E 9JI~1 satisfies an intrinsic version of the lId fiss Transport P rinciple CVITP ). 
The ~'ITP was invented by Olle Haggstrom in t he setting of regular trees [11 [, and 
has been used extensively by Benjamini , Lyons, Peres and Schramm in the more 
general setting of transitive and quasi-transitive graphs [IJ. Since then, there havc 
been numerous successful applications of the MTP. A measure, It E 9Jt, satisfies the 
intrinsic ?\'ITP (ii\'ITP) if for every non-negative function f(C ,x,y), which takes 
as argumcnts a connected graph and two vertices in it, and depends only on the 
isomorphism type of t he triple (G,x,y), we have 
J I: f(G,x ,o)d,,(G,o) ~ J I: f(G,o,y)d~(G,o), 
x E I' (G ) yE I'(G) 
Let U denote the set of /t E 9n satisfying the iMTP and set UM := U n 9JIM . 
T he easy pl'Oof t hat 9JI~1 c U proceeds by first noting that W(g~f) c U and then 
observing that UM is closed in 9Jl: M. 
Aldous and Lyons [2] coined the term unimodula r fo r measun..'S in U, and 
studied their properties. They also raised the fundametal problem of determining 
whether 9Jl:~, = UM; that is, whether every It E UM can be approximated by 
elements of 11.1 (9~/)' 
If II is a measure on triples (C, 0, S), where C is a connected graph, ° E V(C), 
and S is some structure on G (such as a labeling of the edges or vertices, or a 
subgrapb, etc), then II is unimod ular if it satisfies the above HI'ITP, where f is 
a llowed to depend on S. 
A measure It E U is (k,f)-hy p e rfini te if there is a measure, II, on tr iples, 
(C,o,S), such that t he projection of II to (C,a) is It, S c E(C), every connected 
component of G \ S has at most k vertices, II is unimodular and the II-expected 
number of edges in S adjacent to ° is at most 2 to. 
T he reason for chOOSing 2 f instead of f is t he following. If Co is a finite graph 
which is (k,€)-hyperfinite and /1 = w(Go), t hen p is (k,€)-hyperfi ni te. This is 
because if So C E(Go) satsifies 1501 ::; f lV(Co)l, t hen the uniform law on the tri ples 
(Co, 0, So), where 0 E V(Go), is unimodular and the expected number of edges of 
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So adjacent to 0 is 2 ISo l/ IV(G)1 :$ 2€. Conversely, we show in Lemma 2.1 below 
that if C E g~1 and ITI{C) is (k,€)-hyperfinite, then C is also (k,€)- hyperfinite. 
A measure f-t E U is hy per fi ni te if, for every € > 0, t here is a finite k = k(€) 
such that J.t is (k,€)- hyperfinite. 
In this paper we will prove the following t heorem. 
Theore m 1.1. Let M E N+> and let GI,G2, . be a sequence in g~1 with w (G j ) 
converging weakly to some f-t E 9JtM . Then 11 is hyperfinite if and only if the 
sequence {G I , G2, ' .. } is hype1jinite. 
In the fo rthcoming paper [7J we give (In applic(ltion of this theorem to planarity 
testing. 
T he easy direction of the theorem is to show that 11 is hyperfinite if {Gl, C2, . .. } 
is hyperfinite. T he opposite direction is an immed iate conSCfluence of the following, 
more quantitive, version. 
Theore m 1.2. Suppose that 11. E U M is (k,€)-hype1jinite, when; 0 < € < 1 and 
k < 00. 1'llen there is some open neighb01hood of 11 such that every II' E UJI/ within 
that neighborhood is (k,l)-hyperfinite, where 
l := 310g(2 M / €)€ . 
T heorem 1.2 is quautitative in t he sense that the dependence of l on € is ex plicit. 
In [7], we present a finitary variant of Theorem 1.2 which bounds t he size of the 
neighborhood. The proof there is a lso a finita ry Wlriant of the proof below. 
1. Benjamini (private communication) points out that hyperfiniteness of mea-
sures in UJI/ is an appropriate analogue for amenability in the setting of transit ive 
graphs. In particular, the Burton-Keane [:I] argument can show t hat percolation 
on a sample from UJI/ can pwduce at most one illfill ite cluster a.s. Extellding a 
conjecture from p-)] in the t,ransitive setting, Benjamini also conjectures the con-
verse: that if It E U A/ is not hyperfinite, then there is some parameter 1) E (0, I ] 
such that Bernoulli (p) percolat ion on the sample from II. has more than one infinite 
cluster , with positive probability. See [I] for a related discussion in the context of 
percolation on finite graphs and, in particular , the discrete hypercube. 
2. PHOOFS 
As a WaI'lll up, we pwve t he following. 
Le mma 2 .1. Let f > 0, k E N+ and G E g~" Then Gis (k,f)-hype1jinite if and 
only if w(G ) is (k , f)-hyperfinite. 
Pmof T he "only if" direction \" <1S sketched in the introd uction, and hence we 
presently only prove the "ir' dil"l.'Ctiou. Assume t hat Il«G) is (k,f)- hyperfinite. 
Then there is a unimodular probability measure v on triples (G' , S, 0) such that C' 
is v-a.s. a connected component of G, S c E(G'), 0 E V(C' ), the v-distribution 
of 0 is uniform in V (G ), the connected components of G' \ S all have at most k 
vertices v-a.s. and t he IJ-expected number of edges in S that are adjacent to 0 is at 
most 2 €. 
Let S(v) denote the edges of S incident to a vertex v. Let G 1,G2 , ... , C m be 
the connected components of G. Let A ; be the event that G' is isomorphic to 
C i . Define g(G', S,x,y) to be t he number of edges of S t hat are incident to x and 
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f ;(C' , S , X, y) = 1A; g(C' , S , X, y). Since v is unimodular , the ii'vlT P may be appl ied 
to /;: 
(2.11 J ~ /,( G',S, o,yl do~ J ~ /,(G',S,x,oldv. 
y E V(G' ) xEV(G') 
The left hand side of (2.1 ) is equal to 
0[i 5(011)V(G'I IIA] ~ )V(G,IHIS(oIIIA.] , 
while the right hand side is v [2ISI1AJ . Hence, 
)V(G,)) o[1 5(oIIIA,] ~ 0[21511,,] . 
Therefore, there is some S; c E(C;) such that each connected component ofC; \ S; 
has nt most k vertices and 
(2.21 
Define S := U;: l S; . Note that vlA d W(C)I is the number of vertices of C 
that are in connectt.xI components of C that are isomorphic to C i . Therefore 
ti := viA ;] W(C) I/ W(Cdl is the number of connected components of C that are 
isomorphic to G i . Note that f 1A; = 1. 
i=l t; 
Dividing (2.2) by M[A;] and summing over i gives 
181 ~ )V~G)) v[15(011 ~ I;.] ~ W~GII v[15(011] ~ 2'W(GII, 
, 
which completes the proof. o 
T he idea of t he proof of T hoorem 1.2 is to replace the random set of edges, S, 
by a set of edges t hat still separates C into connected components of size at most 
k, but has the extra feature that, for nny e E E(C), the event e E S depends only 
on the local structure of C ncar e and some randomness. Thus, it is easy to adapt 
the law of this new S to every random C' sufficiently elose to C. 
T he proof of the theorem is complicnted by a completely uninteresting pOint of 
a technical nature. For the snke of simplicity, we choose to present a proof that is 
not entirely precise, but does convey the essential ideas, and can be adapted to be 
completely COlTect. (SI.."€, [7J.) 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Fix some EO E (0, 1/ 2). Let P be a unimod ular measure on 
triples (C,S,o) such that the marginal law of (C,o) is Il , the P -expected number 
of edges of S incident to ° is at most. 2 E, and every connected component of C \ S 
has a t most k vertices. 
For any J( c V{C) and anyv E ](, let.p(J(): = P [J« v) = I< I (C,o) ] . (Here, we 
are not entirely precise, since the expression p [I« v) = K I (C,o) ] does not have 
the standard meaning of the probability of an event conditional on a a-field. This is 
because K and v do not., a priori , have a meaning without C . This difficulty is not 
t.oo hnrd to overcome, at the expense of obfuscating the proof.) C learly, 7)( K) does 
not depend on the choice of the particular v E I<. l\'lol'oovel', a simple argument 
using the iMTP shows that l)(K) is not. effected by a change of the basepoint 0; in 
other woreis, p(I<) is really a function of t he isomorphism type of the pair (I<, C ). 
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Given (G,o) and v E V(G) , let.$l" denote the collection of all connected sets of 
vertices, of cardinality at most k, t hat contain v. Obviously, 1.$l,,1 is bounded by a 
function of k and M. For all l' E N+, let Br denote the (isomorphism type of the) 
!'Ooted graph (E(o , 1'), 0) . For l' > k and I< E .$l", we set 
p,(I() , ~ p (g (o) ~ J( I ll,]. 
Clearly, Pr(I<) is a bounded martingale with respect to l' and limr_oo Pr(I<) = p( J< ) 
a .s. Consequently, there is some finite R such that 
E L Ipu(J() - p(J( )I < '0 . 
K €J'." 
Fix such an R. 
For I< E R" let 
NR(!< )'~ U B(v, R), N g ) ~ N J(,G) , ~ P (J( ~ [( (0) I Nu( [( )] . 
• EK 
By unimodularity, p(K) does not depend on the choice of basepoint 0 in Ie There-
fore, by changing t he basepoint, this also defines fj(I<) for a ll R", v E V(G). Note 
that p is a function whose arguments are a graph and a COIUl(:.'Ct ed set of size a t 
most k in it and that p depends only on the R-neighborhood of the set. However, 
p is only defined if its argulllents can occur in (G,o). We extend the defini tion of 
p to such arguments that have probabili ty D of occuring in (G,o) (if such exist) by 
setting it equal to 1 on such arguments. 
Let R := U "€V(G) R ,, . Given (G,o), let (XK: J{ E R) be independent random 
variables such that 
P IX K ~ 11 (G,o) ] ~ min{2 10g(I / ,0)P(/<) , I} 
and X K E {D , I} a .s. Let F := UK :X " "" \ o J{ , where o J{ denotes the edge-boundary 
of K , and let W := U{ K E R : X K = 1). Let i denote the set of a ll edges incident 
to some vertex in V(G) \ W and set $':= F u F. It is easy to verify that t he law 
of (G,S' ,o) is unimodular. Also, it is obvious that every connected component of 
G \ 5 ' has card inality at most k. 
Our present goa l is to estimate E [lE(o) nS'I] . We start by estimating 
E [IE(o) nil]. Let A denote the event LKEJ'." p( [( ) < 1/ 2. 
Le mma 2.2. 
PIA] < 2'0. 
Proof. F ix some [( E Ro. Since t he SC<luence pu(I<),p( J< ),p(I<) is a martingale 
given E(o, k) , we have 
EIIW<) - p(g )11 B(o, k) ] $ E [lpu(J( ) - p(J() 11 B(o,k) ] . 
Qur choice of R therefore gives 
E[ L 11)(K) - p(J( )I] «0 · 
K EJ'.d 
Since LKEJi" p( I< ) = 1, we get 
E[I! - L p(K)I] < '0 
K EJ'." 
and lIdarkov 's ineq uality completes the proof of the lemma. o 
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Lemma 2.3. 
P [o~W] <3,0' 
Pr"oof. Given (G,o), the random variables X I( are independent and satisfy 
P [XK = 11 (G,o) ] = min{1,21og(1/fO)p(I<)} . Hence, 
P [o ~ W I (G,o)]~ II (! - P [XK ~ ! I (G , o)J) 
K E Ji." 
::; exp ( - L 2Iog(1 / fO)P(J()) 
K E Ji." 
::;: exp{ - 2 log( l / €o) (1 / 2)) + l A = iO + lA. 
Now Lemma 2.2 completes the proof. 
The lemma implies 
E [I E(o) n F I]:;; 3M,0, 
where 111 is the bound on the degrees in C. 
Now , 
E [l E(o) n p ll (G,o)]:;; L lilJ{ n E(o)I P [XK ~ ! I (G,o)] 
:;; 2 log(! / ,o) L loJ{ n E(o)1 PU<) · 
K € fl." 
Since, 
E [ L loJ{ n E(o) IW<)] ~ E [IE(o) n oJ{(o) 1] ~ E [E(0) n 5]:;; 2' , 
K€.i\" 
we get 
E [l E(o) n P I] :;; 4 log(! / ,o)" 
T hus, we have, 
E [I E(o) n 5' 1] :;; 4 log(! / ,o) H 3" M . 
We now choose <:0 := t: / (211I) . 
o 
Observe that the set 5' is chosen in a very local way. Namely, given (G,o) , you 
can decide if e E 5' based purely on a fixed radius neighborhood of e and some coin 
flips that are associatt,x1 with t his neighborhood. Given another unimod ular (6,0), 
we can choose a 5 C £(6) according to the same procedure as 5' is obtained fo r 
G. If (G, 8) is sufficiently close to (G, 0) , then the expected size of the set of edges 
in 5 adjacent to 8 will be close to the conesponding quantity ill C. T his proves 
the theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. It is easy to veri fy t hat the set of v E Uj\/ that are (k,f)-
hyperfinite is closed . T herefore, Lemma 2.1 implies that It is hyperfinite 
if {G] , Cz, . . . } is hyperfinite. T he converse fol lows immed iately from T heorem 1.2 
and Lemma 2.1. 0 
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